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ABSTRACT A new motif of three-dimensional
(3D) protein structure is described, called the cis-
Pro touch-turn. In this four-residue, three-peptide
motif, the central peptide is cis. Residue 2, which
precedes the proline, has �, � values either in the
“prePro region” of the Ramachandran plot near
�130°, 75° or in the L� region near �60°, �60°. The
C�(1)–C�(4) distance is 4–5 Å and the two flanking
peptides lie parallel to one another, making van der
Waals contact rather than a hydrogen bond. Appar-
ently, this arrangement is locally unfavorable and
therefore rare, usually occurring only if needed for
biological function. Of the 12 examples in a 500-
protein database, cis-Pro touch-turns are found at
the catalytic sites of pectate lyase, Ni-Fe hydroge-
nase, glucoamylase, xylanase, and opine dehydroge-
nase and at the primary binding sites of ribonucle-
ase H, type I DNA polymerase, ribotoxin, and phage
gene 3 protein. In each of these protein families, the
touch-turns serve different roles; their functional
importance is supported by conservation and mu-
tagenesis data. In analyzing the conservation pat-
terns of these 3D motifs, new methods for in-depth
quality evaluation of the structural bioinformatic
data are employed to distinguish between signifi-
cant exceptions and errors. Proteins 2004;56:298–309.
© 2004 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Understanding of protein structure has been enhanced
over the years by the characterization of common local
folding motifs such as tight turns,1 � bulges2 and �
hairpins,3 right-handed ��� or crossover connections,4,5

E-F hands,6 leucine zippers,7 helix N-caps and C-caps,8–10

etc. In combination with basic secondary structures and
with larger scale folding patterns, they have proven very
useful in describing, comparing, predicting, and designing
proteins. However, those discoveries were made some time
ago, and it seems probable that nearly all commonly
occurring structural motifs have been recognized by now.

On the other hand, many cases have been described of
specific sequence-structure motifs that each act as a

signature for a particular function such as a specific
catalytic mechanism or the binding of a specific ligand;
these are collected on Prosite (http://us.expasy.org/pros-
ite). They can be powerful enough for recognition of quite
distant examples. By definition, these functional sequence
motifs apply to a fairly narrowly defined function and
explicitly do not define a generic structure motif.

This study reports an idiomorphic new motif called the
cis-Pro touch-turn, which we believe to be the first example
of a new class of relatively rare, rather than common, local
structural motifs. The cis-Pro touch-turn is rare, presum-
ably because the local structure is unfavorable; it is seldom
selected by evolution, except where its unusual properties
are needed. Thus, it is a general rather than a specific
indicator of catalytic or binding sites. The proline is in
position 3 of the four-residue motif, with the central
peptide cis rather than trans and the two flanking peptides
in van der Waals contact with each other. Overall, between
6% and 10% of the prolines in proteins are cis, depending
on the structure class11; because of the high barrier to
cis–trans isomerization, they often produce slow steps in
folding.12 The roles of cis prolines seem to be primarily
structural; they are generally not very common at active
sites, but some recent examples show cis–trans isomeriza-
tion acting as a dynamic switch between functionally
distinct conformational states.13

The cis-Pro touch-turns are a small and well-defined
subset of cis prolines with interestingly different behavior.
They were discovered in our recent intensive reexamina-
tion of the Ramachandran plots for proline residues and
for pre-proline residues14 (any non-glycine, non-proline
residue immediately preceding a proline in sequence). The
following results define the cis-Pro touch-turn motif in
general, discuss the function and conservation of specific
examples, and describe how outliers to the patterns of
conservation within a protein family were assessed for
validity.
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METHODS

The Top500 data set used here is taken from Lovell et
al.14 It is a set of 500 nonredundant Protein Data Bank15

(PDB) structures at �1.8 Å resolution, quality filtered in a
number of ways described in that paper. Ramachandran
plots for the general, proline, and pre-proline (Pro-1) cases
are also from Lovell et al.14 The tools used to check the
reliability of a putative touch-turn in a specific structure
are the Ramachandran outliers, side-chain rotamer crite-
ria,16 C� deviation,14 and serious clashes in the all-atom
contact display,17 as checked either individually or in the
“MultiCrit” summary display by the MOLPROBITY service
on our kinemage web site (http://kinemage.biochem.duke.
edu).

A MySQL database18 of the Top500 was queried for
residues preceding cis prolines and then those preceding
trans prolines. Both sets of �, � values were displayed
similarly to Figure 1(a), but interactively, in MAGE.18,19

The pre-cis-Pro examples with �, � in either the prePro
region near �130°, 75° or in the L� region near �60°, �60°
were identified by clicking on them, from the residue
number and PDB code on the resulting information line. A
touch-turn is referred to here by its PDB code followed by a
one-letter code for its four residues, with the proline
residue number subscripted, for example, 1QCX RMP238K.

For each example, a kinemage was created in PREKIN

and displayed in MAGE to measure selected dihedrals,
angles, and distances and to study both the local conforma-
tion and its environment. The four-residue cis-Pro touch-
turns are defined by the central cis peptide, the short
C�(1)–C�(4) distance, and the all-atom van der Waals
contacts17 between flanking peptides (as calculated by
Probe17). Those with pre-proline �, � in the prePro region

have their flanking CO groups pointing in opposite direc-
tions, whereas those with pre-proline �, � in the L� region
have flanking CO groups approximately aligned. The
Top500 was thus systematically searched for all cis-Pro
touch-turns, either CO opposite or CO aligned. Several
lower resolution examples (see Table I) were discovered in
the comparison searches described below. When it became
clear that many of the touch-turns were at active or
binding sites, a literature search was done on each ex-
ample.

The 21-residue sequence centered on each cis-Pro touch-
turn was used to identify the Protein Information Resource
(PIR) entry for that particular protein via an exact peptide
match search in the PIR-Protein Sequence Database (PIR-
PSD; see http://pir.georgetown.edu).21 A gapped-BLAST
search22 then generated a list of PIR-PSD entries that were
overall homologous “positive” to at least 35%. Conservation
of the pertinent proline within the four-residue touch-turn
sequence was determined from the subject to query sequence
alignments. Each aligned PIR entry was checked for annota-
tion of PDB structures covering the touch-turn portion; those
were displayed in MAGE to evaluate the structural and
functional context and to measure quantitative parameters
for the putative touch-turn.

A search for more distantly related proteins was pur-
sued via Dali23 and FSSP.24 The PDB ID for each Top500
cis-Pro touch-turn was submitted to the Dali “select struc-
tural neighbors” search. The ensuing list usually included
structures in protein families not yet identified as contain-
ing touch-turns. A sample of these structures, taken from
among the most divergent protein families and with
greater than 10% identity indicated, were examined in
MAGE for cis prolines and for the touch-turn configuration.

Fig. 1. Plots of �, � for the two central residues in cis-Pro touch-turns. (a) All pre-proline (Pro-1) residues, both trans and cis, from (•) the Top500 data
set versus contour outlines of the favored and allowed regions for general-case residues.14 (E) The 15 prototypical touch-turn pre-proline residues (Table
I); the prePro and L� regions of �, � space are within the boxed areas. (b) An analogous �, � plot for the proline residues, with the region encompassing
the touch-turn cis-Pro boxed in.
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The BLAST and Dali similarity searches led to identifica-
tion of over 130 additional structures containing at least
one cis-Pro touch-turn, including three new touch-turn
families, plus examples of near-touch-turns.

The one issue that required a fairly subjective decision
was setting the boundary between cis-Pro touch-turns and
near-touch-turns. For most borders there is no problem: in
the Ramachandran plot for pre-prolines, L� is an isolated
cluster and the prePro region is a well-defined peninsula
beneath the � region. The issue is choosing the � value
that separates prototypical touch-turns with their pre-
proline �, � in the peninsula from near-touch-turns with
pre-proline �, � values in the � mainland. We settled on a
dividing � of 100° after considering the Ramachandran
plot shape, the degree of peptide contact, the range of �

values within a family, and the relative loss of functional-
ity and conservation above 100°.

The SCOP25 structural classification (http://scop.
mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/scop) was used during and after the
process of identifying the related group of proteins that
contains instances of one individual cis-Pro touch-turn.
The layout of the family, superfamily, and occasionally fold
around the original example showed the extent of con-
served occurrence and its boundaries. The nearest related
SCOP examples just outside the occurrence region were
always checked to provide negative controls. The SCOP
layouts in this study were produced from a translated form
of the SCOP electronic files (version 1.55) and entered into
Excel for editing, annotation, and color coding. The pre-
proline �, � plot for 1QSS was produced in the KING viewer

TABLE I. List of cis-Pro Touch-Turn Examples

Touch-
turn Resolution � �:Xpr Pro Pro�1

C�1–C�4
Å

Virtual
dihedral Location Site Protein

Related PDB
Files

Top500
1QCX RMP238K 1.7 �142°, 72° �106°, 161° pP 4.5 �13° �hlx A Pectin/pectate

lyase
1IDK, 1BN8,

1JTA, 1AIR,
1PCL, [1EE6]

1H2Rs GCP151P 1.4 �129°, 72° �89°, 169° pP 3.9 �9° �� A Ni-Fe
hydrogenase

1E3D, 1CC1,
2FRV, 1FRFFEP30Y 41°, 80° �75°, 147° pP 4.5 41° �� —

1GAI DNP46D 1.7 42°, 68° �98°, 163° pP 4.2 17° hp5� A Glucoamylase 1AYX
1XNB RSP75L 1.49 59°, 65° �90°, 169° pP 4.1 21° hp4 A Xylanase 1AXK, 1XYN,

1YNA, 1PVX,
1F5J, [1BK1]

1BG6 LNP109G 1.8 �122°, 91° �105°, �172° 310 5.1 �8° �� A Opine
dehydrogenase

1F0Y

2RN2 GNP17G 1.48 �136°, 78° �90°, 164° L� 4.1 3° hp4 B Ribonuclease H 1RIL
1XWL TEP621N 1.7 49°, 61° �91°, 160° pP 4.0 17° �� B DNA polymerase

I
2BDP, 2KFN,

1T7P, 1BGX,
[1QSS]

1AQZ KKP112K 1.7 23°, 87° �92°, 146° pP 4.3 30° lp B Ribotoxin 1DE3, 1JBR
1G3P TDP161V 1.46 �155°, 85° �91°, 165° pP 4.3 10° hp5 B Phage gene 3

protein
2G3P

1BK0 LDP194Y 1.3 �137°, 76° �104°, 149° pP 4.8 24° lp — Isopenicillin
synthase

3SIL KAP136D 1.05 �122°, 84° �98°, 176° pP 5.0 �1° lp — Sialidase,
Salmonella

Other
1EE4 KKP248Q 2.1 �132°, 93° �79°, 145° pP 4.5 19° �� B Importin/

karyopherin �
1IAL

1TF4 GWP490A 1.9 �133°, 60° �94°, 177° pP 4.1 �23° lp C Cellobiose E-4
1KHR GNP160A 1.9 �132°, 96° �72°, 154° pP 4.1 22° hp4 B, C Galactoside

acyltransferase
2XAT, 1KRR

Near touch
turns

3TDT LEP170L 2.0 �157°, 117° �66°, 155° pP 4.7 24° lp A THDP succinyl-
transferase

1YTB REP109K 1.8 �142°, 114° �74°, 145° pP 4.6 15° hp4 �B TATA-binding 1CDW, 1VOK,
VKP200K �132°, 111° �74°, 161° pP 4.8 21° hp4 �B protein 1PCZ

3GRS SHP375P 1.54 �127°, 107° �74°, 168° pP 4.5 18° hp5 �A Glutathione
reductase

1PLC FVP16S 1.33 �124°, 105° �77°, 164° 310 4.8 19° sw S Plastocyanin;
pseudoazurin

1IUZ, 1BQK,
1IBZ

2CUA YQP92N
PNP94I

1.6 �128°, 133°
�145°, 111°

�79°, 172°
�85°, 161°

�
pP

6.1
5.7

31°
25°

sw
sw

S
S

CuA domain of
Cytochrome
BA3

Distant: 1DLF,
1EPF

1MSP TQP13S 2.5 �147°, 117° �58°, 151° 310 5.1 40° sw S Major sperm
VDP57P �162°, 124° �81°, 161° 310 5.6 24° sw S protein

7RSA GNP114Y 1.26 �136°, 111° �62°, 153° pP 4.7 37° hp4 — Ribonuclease A

The �, � for residue Pro�1 is described only by region, where pP stands for polyproline conformation; The virtual dihedral angle of the 4 C� atoms
in the touch turn. Location is the structural location of the touch turn, where hp4 or hp5 has 4 or 5 residues between the last narrow H-bond pair of
the � hairpin; lp is a longer loop between � strands; sw is an abrupt strand switch between the sheets of a � sandwich. Site is the functional role,
with A for active site, B for binding site, C for domain or subunit contact, and S for a structural role; and � indicates either that the narrow pair of
� H bonds is incompletely formed or that the touch turn is near the site but no functional involvement is evident.
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online in MOLPROBITY. All other figures were produced in
MAGE, with the images for Figure 3 rendered in Raster3D.26

RESULTS

Table I summarizes the sequence, conformation, and
other characteristics for 15 unrelated examples of cis-Pro
touch-turns, plus another 10 near-touch-turn examples.
Several particular details of the Ramachandran plot are
important for describing this new structural feature. As
shown by the data points in Figure 1(a), the �, � distribu-
tion for pre-proline residues (those that precede a proline)
differs greatly from the general non-glycine, non-proline �,
� distribution (outlined by thin, smoothed contours). The
pre-proline backbone is more restricted by atomic clashes
with the proline ring, allowing no population in the 310,
L310, � turn, or �	 regions. However, as first pointed out by
Karplus,27 an area around �, � values of �130°, 75°, below
the left edge of �, is preferentially populated by pre-proline
residues. This “prePro region” in the upper left quadrant of
the �, � plot is boxed in Figure 1(a). Our much larger data
set (see Methods section) confirms that pattern, having
70.6% pre-proline residues within the boxed prePro region.
Because pre-proline residues make up only 4.5% of the
total residues, this conformation is actually about 50 times
more likely for a pre-proline than for a non-pre-proline
residue. In contrast, glycine essentially never occurs in
this �, � region, whether it precedes proline or not.

If residues in the boxed prePro region in Figure 1(a) are
divided into those that precede trans peptides (dots) and
those that precede cis peptides (large open circles), then a
very striking pattern is seen for the cis examples. The
Top500 data set includes only seven cases of pre-cis-
proline data points in this region of the Ramachandran
plot, but each occurs within a remarkably consistent local
structure motif not described before. As seen in Figure
2(a), the backbone changes direction by 180° around the cis
peptide in a square corner that is reminiscent of an
especially narrow tight turn, with C�1 and C�4 only 4–5 Å
apart. However, instead of the flanking peptides pointing
toward each other to allow a hydrogen bond, their planes
lie parallel to one another at van der Waals contact
distance (with the carbonyls pointing in opposite direc-
tions). Because of the peptide contact, we call this new
motif the cis-Pro touch-turn; this version, with carbonyls
opposite, is called a CO-opposite cis-Pro touch-turn. Figure
2(a) shows all seven examples superimposed, with all-
atom contacts17 between the sides of the cis-Pro touch-
turn for four of them. The upper portion of the contact is
formed by the two flanking peptides, and contact is contin-
ued by the flanking side chains. Those side chains always
touch each other or the backbone opposite, but their
contacts do not all line up because the side-chain conforma-
tions can vary.

A second variant of the cis-Pro touch-turn also occurs,
for which the conformation of the pre-proline residue is in
the L� region (near �60°, �60°) rather than in the prePro
region of the Ramachandran plot. These have a very
similar shape [as seen in Fig. 2(b)] and the same sort of
backbone contact as for the CO-opposite touch-turns, but

the two flanking carbonyls point in the same rather than
opposite directions. There are five of these CO-aligned
cis-Pro touch-turns in the Top500 data set, accounting for
all of the pre-cis-proline residues in the L� region.

The cis-Pro touch-turn is defined by a �, � pair (for the
pre-proline residue) and the following 
 near 0°, plus the
backbone van der Waals contact. However, as seen in
Figure 2, the region of overlap extends much farther than
that. Figure 1(b) shows that the touch-turn proline �, � is
restricted to one corner of the region allowed for cis-proline
(centered around � � �90°, rather than the average � �
�70° for general proline and �80° for cis-proline), whereas
the next residue is always in the polyproline conformation
(�, � near �70°, �150°) if it is not a glycine (see Table I).
Nearly all examples are close to � strands along the
sequence, but their structural environments vary widely:
four are at the ends of fairly tight � hairpins, three are in
longer loops between � strands, three are in �–� connec-
tions, one is in an otherwise regular parallel � helix, and
one is between two � helices. In any of these contexts, the
cis peptide and the parallel but touching peptides on either
side produce unusual relative positioning of both side
chains and backbone that cannot be reproduced by an
ordinary tight turn or any other all-trans conformation.

The CO-opposite cases in Figure 2(a) with their pre-
proline residue conformation in the prePro region of the
Ramachandran plot are prototypical cis-Pro touch-turns
with the flanking peptides optimally lined up for contact.
Fairly similar near-touch-turn structures can occur with a
normal � conformation (� � 100°) for the pre-proline
residue, but contact between the flanking peptides is
smaller and more variable because those backbones are
either sheared sideways relative to one another or opened
wider than for a true touch-turn. A few such near-touch-
turns are discussed below. The CO-aligned cis-Pro touch-
turns in Figure 2(b) have optimal contact of their flanking
peptides but an L� conformation of the pre-proline residue;
because �� conformations are more constrained, there is
less variety. The only pre-cis-proline example found nearby
but well outside the L� region (4XIS E186, at �81°, �102°)
forms an H-bonded type VIa tight turn that is very
different from a touch-turn. For both CO-aligned and
CO-opposite touch-turns, the pre-proline � values are
below 100°.

Sequence preferences are fairly weak for positions 1 and
4 of the cis-Pro touch-turns, whereas position 3 is always
proline. The pre-proline residue (position 2) is 80% hydro-
philic, 60% asparagine or aspartate or glutamine or gluta-
mate, and never glycine, both in Table I and in related
sequences.

Touch-Turn Examples and Their Functional Roles

Strikingly, it soon became clear that almost all of these
cis-Pro touch-turns are located at functionally important
sites, although there is no apparent commonality to the
roles they play in these diverse proteins. Cis-Pro touch-
turns are quite rare overall, and extremely so in general
structure contexts. Judging by that rarity, they are presum-
ably either energetically or kinetically much less favorable
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than a normal tight turn, and less favorable even than
other contexts for cis prolines. Therefore, it seems reason-
able that they tend to occur only where there is a need for
them. Thus, what makes this motif significant is not the
unusual backbone conformation but is principally the
notable fact that 9 of the 12 examples are found at active
sites or binding sites, with functional importance con-
firmed by conservation or mutagenesis data. The 3 excep-
tions are in 3SIL, 1BK0,28 and one of the two touch-turns
in 1H2Rs.29 All three are in surface loops fairly far from
any recognized enzymatic or binding site, they show only
limited if any sequence conservation, and their locations
suggest no obvious functional role. The other 9 function-
ally relevant cases from the Top500 database will each be
described: 5 at enzyme active sites and 4 at specific binding
sites.

Enzymes 1

For the conserved active-site touch-turn in the pectin/
pectate lyases (e.g., 1QCX RMP238K), Arg236 is essential

for catalysis: even R236K is 103 lower in specific activ-
ity.30,31 Arg236 and Pro238 are conserved in all 43 related
sequences found by BLAST, and the cis-Pro touch-turn
conformation is the same in all six high-resolution struc-
tures of pectin lyase (A or B) and pectate lyase (A, C, or E†).
Figure 3(a) shows the 1QCX touch-turn in the context of
the surrounding turns of parallel � helices. The central
Met 237 and Pro 238 chains lie within the hydrophobic
core, and Arg236 reaches out from the long, concave side of
the � helix. That concavity is formed by a line of residues
(one on each strand), in �-helical conformation, which
make all cross-strand hydrogen bonds but bend the �
sheet. The cis-Pro touch-turn accentuates that bend, and
the arginine has an extended side chain in hydrophobic
contact with residue 239 (lysine or leucine). The flanking

†The touch-turn is absent in the 2.3 Å structure of a “high-alkaline”
pectate lyase (1EE6) but the usual active site is also absent, and these
differences are hard to evaluate without either a published article or
deposited structure factors.

Fig. 2. Examples of cis-Pro touch-turns from the Top500 data set as superimposed in stereo. The
backbone is shown as heavier lines, which are oriented with the central cis peptide across the top. (a) The
seven CO-opposite touch-turns, with all-atom contact dots56 between the sides for four of them. (b) The five
CO-aligned touch-turns, with contacts for three of them.
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Fig. 3. Individual (pink) cis-Pro touch-turns at a variety of functional sites. (a) A slice through the � helix of pectin lyase (1QCX), where the touch-turn
orients the catalytic Arg236. (b) Ribonuclease H (2RN2), where GNP17G forms the loop binding the DNA/RNA hybrid just above the active site. (c) Phage
gene 3 protein (1G3P) with the TDP161V touch-turn poised at the end of the � hairpin that is probably responsible for pilus binding. (d) DNA polymerase
complex (2BDP), with touch-turn H bonds to the template DNA strand. (e) Xenobiotic acyltransferase (2XAT),57 where three touch-turns interact at the
trimer interface, with (gray) the cofactors behind them. (f) The two sheet-switch touch-turns in major sperm protein (1MSP), forming Z-shaped strand
connections on either side of the � sandwich.
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peptides of the cis-Pro touch-turn make all four H bonds
with the adjacent � strands up and down in the � helix.
Although the touch-turn integrates fairly smoothly into
the � helix, it must be relatively unfavorable, because the
only other touch-turns in the eight families of parallel �
helices (see below) occur at the ends of loops, not within the
� helix. The conclusion, then, is that the cis-Pro touch-turn
at the active site of pectin/pectate lyases is needed to
position the essential arginine in its rather unusual ar-
rangement.

Enzymes 2

In the Ni-Fe hydrogenases, a cis-Pro touch-turn (1H2Rs
GCP151P)29 provides a cysteine ligand to the Fe4S4 cluster
nearest the active site. The CP sequence is conserved in all
27 BLAST hits, and the cis-Pro touch-turn conformation is
present in all four known structures of related enzymes,
presumably needed to attain the correct ligand geometry
in the specific context of this short �� loop.

Enzymes 3

In glucoamylase (1GAI),32 the DNP46D touch-turn lies
next to the bound substrate analog, with Tyr48 making
extensive contact and residues 54–55 at the active site.
Residues 41–43 preceding the touch-turn make three
hydrogen bonds to an N-linked sugar. The PDY sequence
and the touch-turn motif are conserved within the glu-
coamylase family, but not in the related cellulases. Al-
though these enzymes are �–� barrels, the touch-turn is at
the end of an irregular � hairpin.

Enzymes 4

In xylanase (1XNB), the RSP75L cis-Pro touch-turn ends
a � hairpin at the active site, where Glu78 is the catalytic
nucleophile and Tyr69 and Tyr80 bind the substrate. The
touch-turn is present in xylanase structures from 10
different species, but not in the related endoglucanases,
which are classified in the same SCOP family but have
considerably rearranged loops.

Enzymes 5

The LNP109G touch-turn in 1BG633 is partially buried
immediately beneath the norvaline dehydrogenase active
site on a short �� loop that is reminiscent of the loop in
1H2Rs. The PG sequence is conserved in four of the seven
related proteins found by BLAST. The cis-Pro touch-turn
is apparently needed in one section of the opine dehydroge-
nases, but not for the entire family. In more distantly
related dehydrogenases, one (1F0Y) has a near-touch-
turn; it is in a similar but not equivalent position under-
neath the active site.

Binding 1

Three of the 12 touch-turn examples play critical roles at
RNA or DNA binding sites, but each in a different way. As
seen in Figure 3(b), the ribonuclease H cis-Pro touch-turn
(2RN2 GNP17G)34 is exposed at the end of a bent antiparal-
lel � ribbon with a conserved glycine-rich sequence known
by mutagenesis and NMR to bind the RNA/DNA duplex.34

The GNPGP sequence is conserved in the top 19 BLAST
matches, and the cis-Pro touch-turn conformation is con-
served in all known structures of type I RNAse Hs. That
region, however, is quite different in the structures of
other types of RNAse H. The flanking glycine residues
allow the RNAse H touch-turn to continue making side-by-
side backbone van der Waals contact for four peptides
rather than the usual two peptides; at that point the two
chains bend abruptly by 90°, continuing down into a
normal, H-bonded � ribbon in the main � sheet. The shape
and nature of the RNAse H substrate binding site would be
very different without the unusual cis-Pro touch-turn
arrangement.

Binding 2

In type I DNA polymerases, a touch-turn (1XWL
TEP621N)35 helps bind the DNA template strand with both
backbone and side-chain H bonds shown in purple for the
polymerase/DNA complex in Figure 3(d). The proline and
its following asparagine (the H-bonding side chain) are
conserved in the type I DNA polymerase sequences. The
touch-turn motif is conserved in the known type I and T7
phage structures, as discussed below, but that region is
quite different in more distantly related polymerases.

Binding 3

The third nucleic acid binding example is 1AQZ36

KKP112K of ribotoxin and the related sarcin (1DE3), which
are small toxins that cleave ribosomal RNA in the vulner-
able sarcin/ricin loop. Substrate RNA binds on the convex,
saucer-shaped face of ribotoxin, and the lysine-rich touch-
turn loop sticks out at one side of that face. In the 1JBR37

complex, all three touch-turn lysines interact directly or
through water with the RNA loop at the characteristic
kink in its double helix formed by the “S-motif.”38 The
proline is conserved within the ribotoxin/sarcin family,
and the touch-turn is also seen in the NMR structure of
1DE3. However, that loop has no lysine or proline in the
distantly related ribonucleases with very different sub-
strates, such as T1 or SA, or in the unrelated but function-
ally similar ricin.

Binding 4

Figure 3(c) shows a different sort of binding site example
from domain N2 of the bacteriophage gene 3 protein (1G3P
TDP161V),39 which initiates infection by binding to the tip
of the F pilus and which is widely used for phage display
experiments. The touch-turn forms the end of a long �
ribbon that extends out from the structure. Sequence
conservation is not helpful in this case, because the gene 3
proteins from filamentous phage are 99% identical and no
other related proteins are found by BLAST or SCOP.
There is some fold similarity with the gene 3 N1 domain
and with PDZ domains, but they lack the �-hairpin
extension and have quite different binding functions.
Domain N2 is known to be responsible for pilus binding,40

purportedly using the domain concavity and the threonine
side chains on the N2 � ribbon,39 one of which is in the
touch-turn. We would suggest it is extremely likely that
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the cis-Pro touch-turn is involved in that binding, because
that unusual conformation is exposed at the very end of
the �-hairpin loop where a normal tight turn would be
more favorable if the only function were to form the turn.

Non-Top500 Database Examples

In the course of studying conservation of the cis-Pro
touch-turns from the Top500, we happened to discover
three additional examples at lower resolution, two at
binding sites and two at domain or subunit contacts. The
first is 1EE4 KKP248Q from the mouse importin/karyo-
pherin �, or “armadillo repeat.”41 This fold is an �–� toroid
with the touch-turn at the end of an �–� loop that
protrudes from the concave face of this crescent-shaped
protein, contacting the nuclear localization sequence pep-
tide bound in the crystal structure. The second is 1TF4
GWP490A in the antiparallel � domain of cellobiose E-4,42

where the touch-turn forms a significant contact area of
the domain–domain interface. The third non-Top500 ex-
ample is GNP160A in the 1KHR galactoside acyltrans-
ferase,43 which forms both a trimer contact and a cofactor
binding site. As shown in Figure 3(e) for the related 2XAT,
three cis-Pro touch-turns interlock around the threefold
subunit contact whereas their other sides help bind coen-
zyme A.

Thus, the above 12 distinct cis-Pro touch-turn examples
are consistently found at either catalytic sites or important
binding sites where their unusual three-dimensional (3D)
structures could plausibly play functional roles, the impor-
tance of which is already confirmed in some cases by
mutagenesis data. In all 12 examples, the enabling proline
and functionally relevant residues are conserved, and the
cis-Pro touch-turn structure is maintained throughout the
entire protein family or a large subsection of the family.
Outside of each related protein group sharing a functional
touch-turn, that local region shows a quite different struc-
ture, presumably because an unfavorable conformation
will not be retained once some other alternative is found to
provide the functionality.

Near-Touch-Turns

As noted in the general description, there are also motifs
similar to CO-opposite touch-turns but with the pre-
proline residue �, � in the � rather than the prePro
Ramachandran region. These near-touch-turns have less
peptide contact, longer C�1–C�4 distances, and larger
virtual dihedral angles on average. The boundary between
touch-turns and near-touch-turns has been drawn at a
pre-proline � value of 100° (see Methods section). In a
sample of near-touch-turns, the only one at an active site is
LEP170L of the 3TDT THDP succinyltransferase.44 It is a
trimeric �-helix enzyme, but in this case the near-touch-
turn is on a substrate binding loop at the interface between
subunit pairs. 3GRS45 SHP375P is fairly near the gluta-
thione reductase active site, but it is completely buried and
poorly conserved. REP109K and VKP200K of the 1YTB
TATA binding protein46 are at equivalent edges of the
DNA contact for the two domains and are conserved; the
lysine interacts, but it is not clear why the near-touch-turn
arrangement would be needed.

Some near-touch-turns appear to serve structural roles,
such as providing specific interchain contacts (e.g., 3CHB
KTP93H in the cholera toxin pentamer)46b or such as
forming the kink that allows a � strand to switch between
the two sheets of a � sandwich [i.e., the first half of the
strand forms the edge of one � sheet, then it switches over
to form an edge of the other sheet, as shown in Fig. 3(f)].
FVP16S of 1PLC47 and all the other plastocyanins, pseudoa-
zurins, and nitrosocyanins use a cis-Pro in a near-touch-
turn motif to make such a sheet switch, as do the CuA
domain of cytochrome ba3 (2CUA)48 and both sandwich
edges in the major sperm protein (1MSP).49 All these
proteins are Greek key � sandwiches, but from several
different SCOP folds and superfamilies. The sheet switch
ties together the two sheets midway, while a sheet switch
is also a means for preventing �-sheet aggregation.50 The
rather similar azurin and immunoglobulin structures show,
however, that sheet switches can also be made without cis
peptides and even without prolines.

As an extreme but not uncommon case, Table I includes
7RSA51 GNP114Y as an example of a near-touch-turn that
is not very well conserved and does not appear to fill an
important role. Thus, it seems that, in addition to having
more open and less unusual conformations, the near-touch-
turns are much less likely than prototypical cis-Pro touch-
turns to be of functional significance.

Conformational Differences: Evolutionary or
Dynamic Changes Versus Structural Errors

In assessing the conservation of a structural motif such
as the cis-Pro touch-turn, an outlier that breaks the
pattern is fairly often observed, which may simply be an
error or may be an interesting and significant difference
between environments or between proteins. For instance,
Figure 4(a) shows the higher resolution examples of DNA
polymerases, as organized by SCOP categories. The en-
tries with cis-Pro touch-turns [unshaded areas, Fig. 4(a)]
form a solid block covering almost all of the Pol 1 family,
whereas all the structures outside that group [shaded
areas, Fig. 4(a)] lack both the cis-Pro and the touch-turn
motif. The boxed example (1QSS52) in Figure 4(a), a Pol 1
from Taq with resolution equal to the highest for that
species but with a trans proline, illustrates one of the
central problems of such bioinformatic comparisons: is it a
real exception to the pattern, or is it an error?

To decide that question, one can consult the validation
tools provided by the MOLPROBITY web service14 to see
whether that region of the structure is evaluated as sound
or dubious. For 1QSS, the pre-proline Asp578 of the trans
touch-turn mimic is listed as a Ramachandran outlier; on
the resulting pre-proline �, � plot [Fig. 4(b)], Asp578 lies in
the lower right quadrant of the �, � plot, far outside the
99.8% contour line for high quality pre-proline data points.
MOLPROBITY’s MultiCrit display summarizes on the 3D
structure all outliers from the all-atom contact, Ramachan-
dran, C� deviation,14 and side-chain rotamer criteria. In
the zoomed-in stereo view of Figure 4(c), 1QSS 577-580
shows seven clusters of red spikes that mark bad steric
clashes with an atomic overlap of �0.4 Å. There are no bad
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Fig. 4. A conservation analysis for the DNA polymerase touch-turn. (a) The SCOP classification for the related set of structures; those without cis-Pro
touch-turns are shaded, and the trans touch-turn mimic (1QSS) is boxed in. (b) MOLPROBITY pre-proline �, � plot for 1QSS, flagging the pre-proline of the
touch-turn mimic (Asp578) as a serious outlier. (c) MOLPROBITY MultiCrit display in stereo for 1QSS zoomed in on the touch-turn mimic, with (red spikes)
all-atom clashes,56 (green lines) the Ramachandran outlier from (b), and the deviant  angle at Asp578. The trans-Asp-Pro peptide is across the top in an
orientation similar to Figure 2, and (gold) the DNA template strand lies behind.
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rotamers or C� deviations in the touch-turn mimic, but the
tetrahedral  angle at the C� of Asp578 is distorted to 90°,
which is �7 standard deviations from the ideal value of
111.2°.53 In contrast to this trans touch-turn mimic, the
CO-aligned cis-Pro touch-turn in 1XWL at higher resolu-
tion (Table I) has good �, � and bond angle values and no
serious clashes. Given the concentration of severe prob-
lems at the 1QSS touch-turn mimic, there is no doubt that
the trans peptide represents a fitting error. Thus, we can
conclude that the cis-Pro touch-turn is indeed completely
conserved within this group of polymerases.

A second, more subtle feature for which one must assess
reliability is the peptide flip that distinguishes CO-
opposite from CO-aligned touch-turns, a difference with
only very local effects. First of all, there are clearly real
examples of both types, because each is seen in well-
ordered regions of structures at 1.5 Å resolution and the
touch-turn type is usually completely conserved within the
related group. Of the three type switches seen between
related but different proteins, EP30 of 1H2Rs (1.4 Å)
versus QP30 of 1E3Da (1.8 Å) is almost certain to be real,
giving an example of an evolutionary switch in peptide
direction, although not for a touch-turn known to be
functionally important.

Considering dynamic changes within one molecule, three
type switches were seen among different structures for the
same protein, two examples of which are probably incor-
rect. The 1EJY mouse importin � is at 2.9 Å resolution,
where it is often difficult to reliably assign CO orientation.
The DNA polymerase touch-turns from Escherichia coli, a
bacillus, and T7 phage are all CO-aligned; and the 2BDP54

structure in Figure 3(d) shows that the NH of the critical
peptide hydrogen bonds with the DNA backbone. Two of
the T. aquaticus structures at 2.5 Å (1KTQ and 5KTQ) are
CO-opposite, but that orientation seems unconvincing
because it prevents the H bond and instead puts the NH
too close to another protein NH group. The third case, in
the gene 3 protein, could well be real because the struc-
tures (1G3P, 2G3P) are at 1.9 Å or better and the cis-Pro
touch-turns are at the end of a loop with no steric clashes
or bad geometry. Such an example suggests at least the
possibility of dynamic change for a touch-turn motif, which
could be one of three sorts: a change between trans and cis
similar to the examples reviewed by Andreotti13, or be-
tween CO-opposite and CO-aligned similar to the peptide
flips seen for some tight turns,55 or perhaps a relaxation
from the close contacts of a cis-Pro touch-turn to the more
open and skewed form of a near-touch-turn with � �, � for
the pre-proline residue.

DISCUSSION

The cis-Pro touch-turn constitutes a versatile new local
structural motif that can help further our understanding
and control of 3D protein structure. It is unusual in the
fact that it potentially sheds new light on functional
aspects of a dozen unrelated protein families, many of
which are of major biological importance. We hope that
new mutational tests will be conducted to confirm the
predicted importance of the touch-turn and to discover the

specific role that makes conservation of this rather unfavor-
able structure worthwhile in each case. The range of
peptide conformations and orientations for touch-turns
and near-touch-turns raises the possibility that conforma-
tional transitions relating to functionality might occur, but
so far no experimental data demonstrates such a case.

This study has necessitated the use of new analytical
tools for reliability assessment, which we believe should be
helpful in many other contexts of structural bioinformat-
ics. Whenever comparisons or alignments are made, there
are apt to be one or two exceptions that do not match what
otherwise seems to be a very strong and convincing
pattern. One should always try to assess the relative
reliability of the data to decide whether such cases are
interesting exceptions or are just errors. For 3D structural
data, very easy evaluation tools are now available, as
described in the Results section. Such analyses allowed us
to cleanly show that cis-Pro touch-turns are entirely
conserved within a protein family or one subsection of a
family; then, when evolution finds another way to achieve
that function, the touch-turn is completely lost.

In the most general sense, now that so many high-
quality structures are available, we believe the cis-Pro
touch-turn will be only the first in a series of local motifs
that are rare but functionally important. The touch-turns
could probably be recognized by NMR and in even fairly
low-resolution X-ray structures, and their presence in a
new structure would signal, with rather high probability, a
functionally important region. These results imply that
the signficance of unusual structural idioms can actually
come about because of, rather than in spite of, their rarity.

CONCLUSIONS

The cis-Pro touch-turn motif enables unusual position-
ing of both backbone and side-chain elements, about 75%
of the examples making specific arrangements that are
functionally important at enzyme active sites or at recogni-
tion and binding sites. Thus, not only can these motifs
further illuminate structure/function relationships for a
wide variety of well-studied protein families, but also their
presence acts as a high probability locator of functional
sites in new structures. This study shows the value and
ease of using local data-quality indicators to distinguish
interesting exceptions from probable errors within struc-
tural bioinformatic comparisons.
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